PLAINTIFF’S
EXHIBIT

Orlando Ayala
Saturday, February 27, 1999 7:29 PM
Frank Clegg; Dianne Gregg; Joe Vetter; Bill Henningsgaard; Eugenio Beaufrand; Simon Witts;
Steve Schiro
RE: FY00 WW Initiatives

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

tx much., this is good feed-back., yesterday we had an off-site with Jeff to formalize some of this., the meeting a couple of
weeks from now is all around making this somehow final. Many of the points you raised below were discussed dudng this
off-site., and you will hear more about it during the mid march meeting..
---Odginal Message----,
From:
Frank C~egg

Sent:
To:
Cc~

Subject:

Thursday, February 25, 1999 3:02 PM
Orlando Ay~la; Oianne Gregg; Joe Veiled, B~ Hennlngsgaard; Eugenio Beaufrand; Simon Witty: Steve Sc~iro
Frank C~egg
RE: FY00 W~V Ini~Jalfves

Here is a summary of the comments from my team end I. thx...f
The Idea of the initiatives is great and adding a longer term focus as horizontal areas w~ll sell very well with Our teams.
We will be a lot smarter in FY’00 about the metrics we track and choosing the top 2-3 Items to focus on.
Minor areas that need modific-atioq
1. Adding the partner engagement bar is fantastic. We need to have this across all of MS. We still hear Redmond
based groups tell us they will cut the content If partners are in attendance. We should also think about ways to reinforca this further, adding partners to MIDL’s, etc. We should retitle it "systematic channel development and
engagement".
2. We should make sure the Unix focus Includes rtnux.
3. The constant issues of ~calable, manageable and Interoperable cut across the Initiatives. Is there a way to drive
one common focus to deal with these that can be leveraged?
4. Employee focus should be a management issue. There are other ways to manage this vs. making it a horizontal
initiative.
5. Customer systems Is not just Missouri, it is improving the customer feedback process, information delivery
process, community development, product support escalations. We should get sedous about all these items under
one umbrella.
6. ~ee ~ou say., $$ per pc contains a lot of separate initiatives: piracy, get licensing, TMA, etc. I would not by’ to call It
ea anyth=ng. Putting piracy as a sub title limits the focus and may limit where we place the piracy emphasis as
well.
7. Having an Exec sponsor is the right approach. We should make sure we have representation from the field, CU’s
and WPG.
8. We need to think through our vision of this. At times we think product and with others we think scenarios.
9. We should either eliminate the "new markets" initiative or make it a lot dearer what we are supposed to do. We
should also be sensitive to the distrk~ vs. sub view. This is one area where we may not want too much focus in the
district, where it will be fairly major in the subs. If we don’t add resources to the districts, for eg., it should not be a
major focus area. ¯
Ma_ior |ssue~ to deal with
1. Foous.ing. on the crusades from a .co~p~..titor standpoint may not be the best approach. No one disagrees that we
.n.eed t,o .o.o a ~ better Job of .understanding our competition and where they are growing..We can drive that
mreugn .rap. m .~lye~... and. budget process and district visits by asldng where they are gro~ng and why.end what
are we aomg aoout ~. ume~ reasons to change the focus:
For I~O..B.: IBM_ and.Sun., are both.c~..,_mpe.tit,_o~,.: .W.,e s~. ould focus on KM,. Ecomm, customer management, etc. We
.can .call tn=s -w~nnlng me LOB platform ~aKa w=nnmg DNA). We should also Include the focus o~ the
oevelopment platform (COM., MTS0 etc. ) vs. CORBA, EJB, Un~ etc.
¯ Some of the competitors (Sun, IBM) cross lhe verticals, trying topin them to one Initiative limits their total $$
growth. We should call out Sun as a competitor and talk about all the areas we engage.
¯ .W.e she..re.the initia6ves with our parlners. They do not react well to a competitor focused area. Twing to have one ’
imemal language and one external discussion just adds woddoad and confusion.
¯ Internally, our teams react better to a positive approach sel/ing our great company vs. a negative approach.
¯ Focusin~ on winning our customers vs. beating our competitors is more In line with our Customer Satisfaction
initiative.
¯ In the Notes crusade it may make sense, we have one solution from our competitor and there may be several MS
options: For the reasons above, I would call it "Co/laboration focus." "
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There is a risk in limiting ourselves to the NOS crusade vs. Infrastructure.
This should include Windowson
the desk’top and ~fffice 2000 as
We should add a vertical bar to win thedesktop,
the productivity app. Competitors are Linux, NC’s, Java OS, Corel, SmartSuite, etc. MS Office 2000 is a one year
product hit that we need to execute on. It will have the largest impact on EA’s and $$/pc and it can impact
solutions in LOB, Notes and Unix. It is still about’50% of our business.
3. There isn’t anything for CCU.
Frank M. Clegg
Get your FREE e-mail and personalized page from MSN Start at: <http:/Ica.msn.com/>
----Original Message--.--From:
Orlando Ayala
Sent:
Saturday, February 20, 1999 5:38 PM
To: Dianne Gregg; Joe Vetted, Bill Henningsgaard; Eugenio Beaufrand; Simon Witts; Frank’Clegg; Steve
Schiro
Subject: FW: F-Y00 WW Initiatives
Importance:. High
here you go.. i will not see you until mid march., will be great to have feed-back from you before that time., tx
From:

Sent:

To: Jeff Raikes

Orlando Ay’ala

Sunday. February 21~ 1999 9:.34 AM

Cc: Jean-Phlllppe Courto~s: Pieler Knool~. Michel Lac~mbe; Deb(,-ah Hlckey; Sam Jadallah; Sanjay Parthasarathy; Thomas
Subject:

Chades Stevens; Uz Klng; Mike Nash; Russell Stockdale (Exchange); Joachim Kempln

FY00 WW InitJalJves

I am. finally done with MYR’s. Apologize I was not able to provide you eadier with some structured feed-back
on the WW initiatives. My intention with this email Is to provide you with a concrete suggestion on how to
structure your,proposed initiatives (i agree with most of them ), in a way that we can fit all the thinldng in a
single PPTslide (below). The intention is 4 fold:
.
1) It is super dear for the our field people’and parsers what we are shooting for.
IWPG)
2) We take everyone of these initiatives and assign cross-group respons~ilities for execution (field, CU’s,

(3)We really distinguish well between 12 months Initiatives(Verti~al bars in the slide below) versus Key long
term Themes (horizontal bars) which we should see as absolutely crilJoai not only for FY00 but for next 5
years to be able to succed as a company. This differentiation is critical, as our people need to understand that
at all levels of the company we will demand great execution for the short term(vertical bars) but also for the
long term.(hodzental bars)
.
(4)We cleady communicate people ~ intention to intensely compete in everyone of these initiatives (vertical
and horizontals bars) and also ensure our people (specially management) and partners understa .rid we must
do it better than anyone else. We should really raise the bar for ourselves on our competi’dve approach.
Surgical approach to competitive understanding (and then ar|gned investment and resource focus as a result
of that) should be a must for every Ioca~on in their process to execute the ft-amework below, optimal Cross
groups (CU’s fleld,WPG) work wt]l be critical to maximiZe effectiveness. We are not anymore planing at
fur~Jonei level (ICU, ECU, ADCU, etc)., but the initiative and competitive level which will demand, much better
cross group integration to achlave the goals.
I took lhe email you(Rose) sent last night and have built the slide below in an attempt make things as dear as
possible and also respond to some of the quesUons you were asking In your email. Please take a look to this
slide. As you will see I am proposing 6 Initiatives (12 months focus._ vertical ban in the slide) as opposed
to 5 so we accommodate one extra for Sun. We may reduce to 5 if we think that the New Markets initiative
and/or LOB in#Jar/re could Include focus SUN in an effective way. I believe we should not walk into FY00
without an estabrtshed view of what to do with this competitor. Certainly the field does not understand today tf
it Is really a priority or noL I would I=l(e to hear your feed-back about this ..... In addition to the vertical bars
(12 months focus).. I propose 4 themes (. long term criticaL, horizontal bars cutting acrbss every
vertical bar Initiative). These 4 should be absolutely core in the performance of every group around the
wodd specially for the long term. Everyone of the FY "vedJoal bars" Initiatives have a component of the
strategic long term themes and as part of p.lanning, people will be asked to dearly think on how these themes
will be impacting the execution of every initiative. Please take a look to the slide. I offer some more deta, after
the slide of= some of the initiatives and s~Tategic themes.
<< OLE Object: Microsoft PowerPotnt Slide >>
t2 Month Initiatives/.vertical bars)
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¯

Win in the NOS space (A.K.A beat Novel/): I strongly suggest not to make this as part of’an initiative
called Infrastructure. We really need at least another year of very strong focus on Novell. I know I will
have this as a key priority for the US even if we decide it will not be a separate initiative. Elevating it all
the way to one of the "key 5 or 6" will be essential to have everyone in the company understand we are
not done with Novell. We don’t want to repeat FY98 at a time Novell is raising its ugly head again.
¯ Contain the UNIX threat (A.K.A. beat Sun) : As I said before, this is one that I propose as a separate
initiative because I also feel we should have a very well established view of what we w~l do against SUN
in F’Y00. I also mentioned we could have this one together with the ones that you propose on NEW
Markets and/or LOB, but again the issue is to ask ourselves if that will be enough focus. I am open to
have them together and drop it so we have just 5 but only provided we discuss SUN very precisely as part
of the overall picture and provide our people with clear direction against this competitor.
¯ fNooOrtoe~e/ooNteO.t,e~/~_N~t,_e..s_/,. (..A.K~_J~.._b,e_at i_B.~ and Lo~tu~sJ.:. Super cri .L~ca/to.separat.e this..as.a.very big priority
p.=u.p =.,. uu!,t u,nK .w.e ~.a..ve mnves~..e~, eno..u.gn -~.M resoul’c~ In I=xcnange s=nce me InlTo~uction of the
proauct ana not even at mat ume we a=a anymmg really big. FY00 has to be the year in which we should
probably over-Invest in partner and MS people training, CPR, doing some malty radical stuff as I believe
we are at a cnJc~al stage of the life cycle of this product and IBM also ur~derstands they are at a critical
time were the thing can go great or really bad. I anticipate IBM redoubling their efforts, resources and
creativity to win that battle for good in 00. We must invest seriously here. Steveb ta~ked about 100M
investment in Win200. I think we don’t need all that money. I would sb’]l spend 100M but 50M in Win2K
and 50M in exchange. If we agree with this, then we should form A,SAP a cross-functional team In the
company to ensure we come up with the best great Ideas to spend this money. I hope this really happen.
¯ Increase $$$/P0 In Mid Markets (l_orgbreath+top MORG) and SMORG (A.KJL beat piracy, get
licens/ng dght, etc) : Not much to say here. This =s one that Is a must, since it represents a lot of low
hanging ~Yuit specially in the US but I am sure everywhere. Better work and integration with OEM in the
field should be a key part of this.
¯ WTnning the LOB platform:. Fairly wel! understood now._l think MYR was great to make this a priority.
F--Y00 should be the year that we move from just growing faster than Oracle to realty making a dent in
their core business. This is all about defining investment and the final selling model and then go for it
really hard. It is great that this will accommodate for direction badly needed by the filed in areas ffke ECommerce and WinDNA vs EJB and even GINI. This Is for sure one of the 5.
¯
N.EW.,rn..a~.et.s
SN., Web-tv,
IMNCE, el.c)...
(A:K.A.
ThIs
p,r,_obably
the mostwith the
painTul toaay ~n (.M.
me held.
I have expressea
a=reaay
mybeatAOUNSCP):
frustration as well
asIsthe
GM s fTustration
lack of a "practical strategy’ that the field can at least take and do a decent job with. On this one we are
really at a crudal cross-road specially in International markets. We have to establIsh a clear view of the
investment model here and how we can bring that in the mainstream of at least the large and medium
size.su.b.s..~f .that Is not the..wa, ~/to go. th.e w.e should also be ve.ry clear with the GM saying they should let
~g.o_:....o~ i,e.~i,s oe .sure we ~.’11 m=s.. con..nJS!O.n ~.n .P(, 00.. ! .am.all f..or naving this as one of the 5 key Initiatives
OLR UINL¥ I’( we ngure out now to arucu=ate ~o me nela what me strategy means in terms of their local
reality for Implementation. If that Is not possible then we should tell people it w~ll be OK to Ignore that forr a
year (I hope we don’t end up doing that as the game will get harder as time goes) so they don’t get even
more frustrated by our lack of clarity on this.
4 key Ion_a term stratea_lc themes ~.horizontal bars cutt|n_a across eveW iniflatlve);
¯

Customer and employee satisfaction: These two are some how linked. Good steps have been taken to
understand.the..lev, ers. I. don’t think we .s.h.ould treat these as initlatfves Just for FY00, as I coosIder them
super core tor me rang term success or me company. Every one of the 12 months Initlatfves have an
of.cust
~ enployee.s~..L
F..romva=ue.
the.cus,tom_er
pers.pective.Is
all about competing
hard for their
. ~.s__pp,=ct
usme~.s. =n
a ~ ~satsee
up. aeNenng great
P..rom me
emp,oyee perspec~e
the inil~a’dves
prese, m _an opportunity to ~ ver~. ~ focus and direction and estabr~sh and environment Where

~=eas to a,o ~..t~...I rim...IS .a ~ _l~ac~,~ to retam.peo.p=e mr the long term./~s part of the execution in the
n~n...~=~’K., estao==snea in me PPT si=ae, every K>cauon sho~J, ld treat .~.e customer and employee
~.,~_~s,,~ =cha~.ang.e.in ~ ,.con_te:~t. of.~ ..goals we. ~ try~. g.to...a~=ey, e and. not just a separate program.
,nm wm De OUr oeSt shot at It. I le DOCK tO o’le practicality otwnat mey Rave to do every day.
o Great Execution of New Product releases: I consider this one in the category of sustaIned great
execution and extends beyond 12. ~.months: If.we stop selli.ng Windows and Office, the game is over. If we
don’t do a great set of releases or me prooucts coming out of the development and R&D pipelines then we
are j.us.t .not d .o.o.o.o~ th.e...bas.ics. Ev .e~y.. ~o~_e of the proposed (vertical bar) initiatives have as a goal
..ma.~m.. ~.ng .s~. ~es or.wmoows arm umce anas .pe~...ly of the new releases. So I see great.execution in
;~t .f~:mt as .me mb.i .mu. m ba.r.for e~.ery ma.nag~ in this . .c~j~_any. The development c[oilar~ have been
,,,,~ea,.oy spe~..L: w.e oe=n.e.r ge.( ~ re ~m~,. on m. v.estm_e.n_t a. t~.( as . .l:p~... ~le. People should have very serious
,,~-~_~e_,n~=_e,~.~..o..owszK ano umce z~ goa~s mr I-YOo but as sa=d they cut across the 5 key short term
¯

~,~-" mu~ms) Inluagves.

G~er~t .P.~g__m__ss i.n Cust.ome~..Systems (Misso.u.n~: I.know f..or some of our people bringing systems into
=,~=~wu~_,..m._ey__w~ .~ equates = to ourea..u.cracy... I ~ear, o more man.once that during MYR’s. This Is just the
=,~),~ u= u,~ ma~...nng a.s a .cer~oany. we .are moving ~rom somewhat an unstructured way of Iracking our
performance w~m customers to a more structured approach. I believe unless w~ get very serious about it
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¯

we will find some resistance to really execute for the long term on this. I think we all agree that Missouri is
great hope, specially in our ability to manage for the long term customer and partner relationships. VVhat
will be hard is the execution. F_Jevating this as a key theme cutting across the 5 key initiatives will be the
best way to ensure people understand we are dead serious about using these tools across many
disciplines. And that hopefully that will make us the best in the industry in understanding and satisfying
customers.
Systematic Partner EngagemenL One of the things I believe we are not very good at is our focus on
engaging partners eady enough in the planning pttx~,ess and do it in a system.a.tic way. Again that should
not be a "12 month mantra" but one that is so core to our long term success, we really need to think
about the initiatives not only in lhe context of what they mean for us in terms of focus, investment and
execution but also what they really mean for our partners so they p.,roactively carve their individual value
add to us and what is more important to customers..! am sure it w=ll be super powerful to present them
with a well structured vision like the one we are trying to put in place and then work with them at every
level (disti, SP, LAR’s, Reta=qers, Competitive recruitment, etc) to hit July 1st 99 really running and running
fast. Again this cut across all the 5 key initiatives and is one that will require of great sustained execution
for years to come.

ON EXECUTION OF THE ABOVE FRAMEWORK
One important discussion to have is how to move from establishing this initiatives/themes and then move with
great cross-group execution. That has always been a challenge. Here are 4 things I propose to consider to
ensure good thinldng for FY’00 priorities Is followed with great execution.
(1) we should consider formaliTing high level exec sponsorship (VP level at minimum) for every one of these
initiatives in way acoountabgity starts way at the top. I know it may be different by Geo but dearly the need to
bring WWCU’s and WPG as a critical part of the execution is very ImportanL For Instance, product group
marketing resources (both people and $$$) should be very accountable of how they will support these
initiatives. They will be crucial to better understand competitive engagement ensuring they tum into an arm
that helps us respond real time to competitive situations. Customer units va’ll be key enablers to some key
core programs needed to deliver the 5 initiatives. A good example w~ll be $$$/PC, OCU/ECU have a key role
to play enabling early enough key levers needed to make solid progress (e.g.licensing, etc). Very precise
accountability for sponsorship at very high level Is a concept we should at least consider (e.g Sam should own
$$$/PC, Deborah, Notes, etc...I sign Up for NOS, Chades for LOB, etc, etc). We need to take this framework
and the ~ranslate it in resource allocation/new investment? by every box in the slide., so we move with all
planning for resources around IL
(2) If we believe the above framework makes sense the key for us is to establish no more than say 3 things
per initiative that will really matter. I know that is s.uper hard but that is I guess at the core of the discussion we
were having with Steveb about do less things but do them really well. How to measure success is also a
discussion to haveand formali7e. We should not turn this into "metrics madness" but at the same time our
people.will need to track success. A key piece tofigure out really early is what our competitive ambitions are
aga=nst every competitor in FY00.. (e.g. what % of every competitors revenue, and licenses, manket share
p.olnts to get by customer segments, etc). I think this is critical to have that well established specially for
planning and for sure for MGS. Sometimes we end up signing up for objecfJves that when we really try to
understand how to achieve, they seem quite challenging or sometimes we end up with the other case: they
are not ambitious enough.
) How to make these plans very actionable.for the channel. Tzning is cdtiCai .. we need to ident~ the
to
rums where that should be done and also decide how incentives to the channel w~ll map vs. these initiatives.
I hope.~..e above helps. I am enthused about the fact we are being more formal on estabFmhing priorities
~o~no me w .odd. I believe this can really turn into someltling really effective for our people and partners and
.n, ol~.efully what really matters at the end ...... maximization growiNprofd and making customers really happy in
mat process.
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